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Check Disk for errors In many ways, the Galaxy S9+ feels like a premium phone. It's the first flagship Samsung has
designed since the Note 7 debacle, and as the flagships of other manufacturers have been getting sleeker and lighter, the
Galaxy S9+ feels like it's a legacy product trying to keep up with the times. I don't want to get too far ahead of things here,
so let's start with the positives. The Galaxy S9+ is a serious step up from the Galaxy S8+, and if you're coming from there,
you're in for a pleasant surprise. The camera improvements make the Galaxy S9+ one of the best Android cameras you can
buy today, while the longer battery life and fewer, but still useful, shortcuts make the Galaxy S9+ a value upgrade over
similarly-specced phones from the likes of LG, Sony, and Huawei. The Galaxy S9+ starts at $840, which is a hefty chunk of
change for an Android phone. In an era where flagships cost well over $1000, that makes the Galaxy S9+ the least
affordable option you can get in the Android world. But that's not the worst thing about it. Samsung's latest Galaxy phones
don't cost too much. What's more, the Galaxy S9+ is easily in the upper tier of available Android phones in terms of look
and feel, despite all the compromises it has to make for that luxury pricing. The big downside to the Galaxy S9+'s design is
that it's not water resistant, and that's a big, big deal for me. Up until the Galaxy S8, the only Samsung flagship I bought was
the S6. Now I'd rather grab a non-S8 Samsung phone than buy an S9+ with no guarantee of water protection. In terms of
specs, the Galaxy S9+ is an incremental upgrade from the Galaxy S8+, and in some cases it's even a step backwards. You
have to pay $100 extra for 128GB of storage (on top of the base Galaxy S9's 128GB), and the larger, "L" S9+ gets a slower
processor than its smaller, "S" siblings. The Galaxy S9+ also doesn't ship with the all-important wireless charging, which is a
shame. It would have been nice to have that as an option. But all that aside, the Galaxy S9+ has the capability to be the best
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